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Abstract

Although education research has shown collaboration to be of the utmost importance, schools continue to lack the necessary means to help them incorporate communities of practice (CoPs) to facilitate and sustain their development and growth. We analysed the process by which CoPs were successfully implemented, under the guidance of a research-action-training (R-A-T) initiative, as well as the conditions for effective collaboration between the different instances involved (school districts, university, and principals). The study was based on a conceptual framework consisting of three key concepts: (1) the CoP and two of its sub-themes, namely, participation and reification (Wenger, 1998); (2) collaboration; and (3) the capitals involved (economic, human, and social) (Bourdieu, 1979a, 1979b; Bourdieu & Passeron, 1970; OECD, 2001). The data was from multiple sources (individual interviews, questionnaires, focus groups, personal logs). Results show that economic capital made it possible to access the human and social capitals. Economic capital in fact enabled the establishment of three CoPs which generated social capital, supported by a team of university facilitators, and ultimately human capital (material pertaining to supervision and reification).
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Context and Research Problem

Any society desirous of innovation and growth cannot isolate itself (Tapscott & Williams, 2006). Therefore, to be effective, each organisation cannot develop knowledge without collaboration (Bickmore, 2010; Fullan, 2009; Marshall, 2013). Despite over 20 years worth of studies on the subject of communities of practice (CoPs) (Wenger, 1998), to this day few institutions have incorporated CoPs to ensure the professional development of their human resources, and even when such communities of practice exist, they rarely reach maturity. The challenges evoked in the literature regard their operationalisation in organisational settings, which impedes their implementation and development (Pyrko, Dörfler, & Eden, 2017).

Similar to Pyrko et al. (2017) and Corradi, Gherardi, & Verzelloni (2010), we view CoPs as entities that are introduced according to a planned process, as opposed to merely being “set up”. Indeed, their implementation cannot take place here and now, except for the actions necessary to set the stage to facilitate their implementation and thereafter ensure the sustainability of the group’s activities (Bouchamma, Giguère, & April, 2017). It is thus important to act, both before and after, to regulate the practices related to the preparation and planning of the CoP, and also to adopt certain practices to enable the group to achieve its initial objective (namely, the professional development of its members).

While the aspect of collaboration is strongly advocated in official documents, such as government guidelines and competency profiles, schools continue to lack the means to introduce and develop these
Educator/Researcher Collaboration in a Context of Accountability

As in other organisations, schools are increasingly likely to adopt accountability frameworks (Sackney, 2007). In the province of Québec, this movement has grown considerably, with emphasis on results-based management (RBM), as advocated in the province’s Public Administration Act (Government of Québec, 2018a). One of the core principles of RBM is the participation and collaboration of all actors throughout each phase of the management process (Dembélé, Goulet, Lapointe, & Deniger, 2013). Collaborative initiatives between school leaders and university research teams are thus strongly encouraged by both universities (Brassard et al., 2004) and the government (MEQ, 2001; MELS, 2008). Indeed, this collaboration is not limited among educators but also involves universities in research endeavours that not only address the main issues affecting schools but also generate direct benefits on the academic achievement and intellectual growth of the students (MELS, 2008). In short, the school principal must create the necessary conditions for effective collaboration, support the research-action and collaborative research initiatives of their teachers and other colleagues, and promote the decisions issued from these collaborations and consultations (MELS, 2008).

Considering the multidimensional aspect of collaboration in the CoP between educators and researchers, we examined how this collaboration was achieved between the various actors, namely, the university research team, the Ministry of Education, school districts, and their school principals. Each instance had a goal to accomplish, with teacher professional development as the common denominator to ultimately benefit student learning. To reach this goal, the university team conducted a research-action-training (R-A-T) project involving the school principals. The study focused on defining the school’s needs and providing the relevant training for principals using a CoP approach. Here, the action consisted in guiding the school leaders to instill a collaborative work ethic among their teachers through the community of practice (CoP). Briefly, these CoPs operate as a collaborative unit, where the members share a clear vision of student achievement and hold formal meetings to discuss the subject and associated issues. They also nurture a culture of collaboration, share leadership duties, make decisions based on relevant data, and strive to improve their students’ outcomes while ensuring the professional development of each teacher involved.

Research questions. In this context, the results of this study answer the following questions: (1) Which stakeholders have to work together to establish CoPs? and (2) What are the conditions enabling effective collaboration between the different stakeholders in these CoPs?

The study of these questions is significant because collaboration between the different members of the school community creates benefits for pupils’ academic success (Dionne, Lemyre, & Savoie-Zajc, 2010). Additionally, it can improve teachers’ senses of personal and collective efficiency and their professional identity and health (Senge, 1990; Wenger, 1998). However, few studies have addressed how collaboration sets and grows in school environments. Indeed, the studies that have examined collaboration (in professional learning communities - PLC) have described the importance of shared leadership between a number of bodies: school boards, school principals and teaching staff (Isabelle, Genier, Davidson, & Lamothe, 2013), and between academia and schools (Richmond et al., 2017; Van Sickle, Perry, & Capelloni, 2017). Nevertheless, it must be noted that there is a lack of scientific research on the establishment and development of CoPs in schools.

Conceptual Framework

This research project was based by the following concepts: (1) community of practice (CoP) (Wenger, 1998; Wenger, McDermott, & Snyder, 2002); (2) collaboration; (3) the notion of capital, divided into three categories, namely, economic, human (OECD, 2001), and social capital (Bourdieu, 1979a). Figure 1 shows a clockwise presentation of economic capital (a necessary component in the implementation process of a CoP), which provides access to the human and social capitals.
The Community of Practice (CoP)

The CoP is defined as a group of individuals in the same field of expertise or professional practice who come together to discuss, share, and learn from one another, either virtually or in person (Wenger, McDermott & Snyder, 2002). Wenger (1998) divides the analysis of CoPs into four components: practice (learning by doing); community (learning by belonging); meaning (learning by experience); and identity (learning by becoming). For the purposes of the present study, two factors issued from the last two components were retained, namely, participation and reification.

Participation refers to the members’ affiliation, sense of belonging, and active involvement, which shapes their experience within their practice communities, while reification adds form to what is experienced within the CoP by providing objects that translate the experience and render it more concrete for its members (Printy, 2004; Wenger, 1998). These objects anchor each discussion in the CoP and are a means to negotiate meaning through supported interaction, gradual accomplishment, and mutual exchange (Wenger, 1998), as well as decision-making supported by solid evidence (Borzillo, 2007; Sakney, Mitchell, & Walker, 2005).

In the context of a CoP, its members not only possess a common interest toward specific knowledge but also the desire to share their concerns, experiences, methods, tools, and best practices (Bourhis & Tremblay, 2004). Individuals are encouraged to learn within different formats, namely, alone, as part of a team, and even within larger CoPs as part of a fluid, hands-on learning experience (Sackney, Mitchell & Walker, 2005). For these activities to occur, collaboration and access to economic, human and social capitals are vital.
Collaboration

Members of the CoP must enable collaboration, which encourages mutual support (Wenger, 1998) and a sharing of responsibilities (Borzillo, 2007; Sackney, Mitchell & Walker, 2005). Wenger’s conceptual framework on CoP is strongly oriented towards the concept of collaboration (Wenger, 1998). CoP aims to operationalize collaboration and calls for school principals to ensure their continuing education through discussions and professional development activities with their peers. These discussions focus on the challenges faced daily by school principals and on practical solutions (Wenger, 1998). Thus, CoP centers on problem solving as a group. Consequently, CoP members do know who they can go to if they have a concern and how to formulate their needs to be better understood by peers (Wenger & Snyder, 2000).

Capitals

Bourdieu’s capitals are well suited to study systemic approaches (including those in school systems) (Bourdieu, 1980). The concept of capital has been widely used in the organizational theories (Cappelletti, 2010; Emirbayer, & Johnson, 2008).

Economic capital. To optimise the quality of the interactions between members and enhance their productivity, the CoP must have financial resources to provide the necessary support in the form of material and financial resources (Borzillo, 2007; Wenger & Snyder, 2000). We refer to these resources as the economic capital, which includes such resources as time and money. This capital pertains to all of the individual’s economic actions, revenues, and material resources (Bourdieu, 1979a). In this study, it refers to the material and financial resources provided by the school districts and the Ministry of Education of Québec for the university research team who initiated the project. Having economic capital makes it easier to access the two other capitals (human and social).

Human capital. The notion of human capital regards the person’s qualifications and other characteristics that proffer various advantages, whether personal, economic, or social. These qualifications and competencies are mostly acquired but may also be innate. They signify the individual characteristics, knowledge, qualifications, and competencies that facilitate the creation of personal, social, and economic well-being (OECD, 2001).

Social capital. Social capital refers to all of the current or potential resources associated with the possession of a durable network of more or less established relationships that connect personal knowledge to that of others (Bourdieu, 1980). Learning in a CoP takes place collaboratively, in both a reflective and an active manner, and guides development to work through the complexities of learning and teaching (Sackney, 2007).

Methodology

Type of Research

This qualitative research project demonstrated how CoPs were established within the context of a research-action-training (R-A-T) initiative in two school districts. The article presents part of a larger research that has adopted a mixed approach (Teddle & Tashakkori, 2009). The study was guided by the principles of symbolic interactionism (Blumer 1969; Mead 1934) and phenomenology (Vermersch, 2012). This method allowed us to collect and interpret data and to understand and evaluate school principals’ practices in a context where there is no formal Departmental policy to frame their practices. While the three poles of this study (research, action, and training) could be examined separately, they were combined to form the overall project (Paillé, 1994). The three axes of the R-A-T project thus provided a certain methodological flexibility to meet the needs of the actions being deployed (Anadón, 2006) as well as teacher professional development. In this R-A-T, the practices of the school principals with regard to teacher supervision were directly targeted so as to better determine the appropriate training for each action.

Sampling and Project Execution

This R-A-T project, conducted in 2014-2017 was made possible with support from Quebec Ministry of Education and its program “Chantier 7” (enforced between 2008 and 2016). This program supported training and educational initiatives delivered by academia in collaboration with practitioners.
**Participants.** Among the participants in the R-A-T project (N = 36), 58.3% were principals and 41.7% vice-principals. Sixty one point one percent were women and 38.9% men. The average number of years of experience as principal or vice-principal was 4.16 years. The number of teachers under their responsibility was between 14 and 113 (X̄ = 64 teachers).

According to the principle of the CoP, members are present in response to a need and thus with a specific goal in mind. In the CoPs of this project, the participants were there to discuss the legal considerations of their role as pedagogical supervisor (Public Education Act) (Government of Québec, 2018b) and for which they lacked the necessary competencies. They therefore meet to discuss, share, and learn from each other, whether virtually or in person.

The university research team (N = 3) served as facilitators according to a prearranged schedule. Each session had an established agenda as well as training content that was prepared by the university team and validated by a pilot or monitoring committee in each school district. This pilot committee was composed of a school district head or representative, human resources officials, and school leaders from each level of education (primary, secondary, vocational training, and the adult education sector). The committee met on several occasions to validate the data collection tools.

The participants all spoke about the conditions that favored the collaboration between the different stakeholders (university, school boards members, and school principals).

**Data collection.** The present study used a portion of the data collected during the overall project in which several data collection methods were utilised, such as focus groups, individual interviews, a questionnaire, discussion forums, and the university team’s log entries. Questions were asked to the participants regarding their different collaboration practices (including in collaborative teacher supervision) and their experience in the R-A-T (during a summary interview and within the framework of the pilot committees).

**Data analysis.** Validity was ensured by multi-source triangulation (Marshall & Rossman, 2016; Merriam, 1998), using individual interviews, focus groups, and personal logs, while reliability was determined by calculating intracoder and intercoder reliability (Miles & Huberman, 2003), which were 92% and 90%, respectively. These data were analysed using the Altlas.ti software with theme-by-theme coding (Miles & Huberman, 2003). The entirely transcribed data were divided into segments and were then coded and grouped by mixed coding, based on a list of codes that remained open to the emerging themes of economic, human, and social capital. The latter was divided into two sub-themes: participation and reification (Wenger, 1998) in the CoP. The quote sources indicate the origin of each participant (SD1/SD2 = school district 1 or 2; UNI = university), their identification number, as well as type of data collection (individual interview = II; statements made within the CoP or by the pilot committee = CoP; personal journal = PJ).

**Ethical Considerations**
This study has received ethics approval from the ethics committee for research on human subjects of Université Laval. Personal details were removed and names were replaced with alphanumeric codes to anonymize the data.

**Results**
In this section, we present the conditions that enabled the establishment of CoPs for school principals within the R-A-T project.

Bourdieu (1980) defined the necessary conditions for collaboration as being divided into three categories, namely, economic capital, human capital, and finally social capital with its two sub-themes participation and reification in the CoP. A table summarising the various themes and sub-themes is presented in the Appendix.

**Economic Capital**
It takes economic capital to create the ideal conditions for effective collaboration. For full optimisation, these resources require the participation of each member who will reify the various invested means (financial, temporal, work space, material, data) into reusable resources for the group. As illustrated in the first section of the Table 1 (economic capital), the members further their participation with four components that are essential to establishing an effective CoP, namely, financial resources, time-related resources,
designated work areas, and material/data. Reification is thus ensured by producing new material and data.

**Access to financial resources.** Implementation of the CoPs was made possible with the financial assistance of the Ministry of Education of Québec (MEQ). This project interested two school districts, which was a government prerequisite. One of the school districts also provided funding to begin the project, when the financial contribution of the MEQ was delayed due to changes within the Ministry. Briefly, the obtained funding served to recruit human resources (trainers, research assistants) as well as to cover the leaves of absence, travel expenses, conference registrations, photocopies, translation, and other material. On another level, during the action portion of the R-A-T, the participants were asked to establish CoPs in their school, supported by the appropriately secured funding. To do so, they had to negotiate these amounts with their respective school districts: “For each action, we look at how much it will cost… The training, the didactic material, the conferences …. I can go get a few hundreds of dollars here and there; sometimes, it helps” (SD1-8-CoP).

**Time management.** In general, the school leaders considered the number of CoP meetings to be “adequate” for their needs, but did emphasise that the action required to get things started was a challenge in terms of time management. While the school leaders mentioned saving time when the meetings took place online: “The virtual meetings, yes, it’s interesting if we look at the time factor and the travelling” (SD1-11-II), they did complain that this format provided no opportunities for interaction with peers, compared to the live, in-person sessions. Of interest was the participants’ appreciation for the noticeable availability of the university team outside of the CoP meetings, whether through phone conversations, emails, or presence in person in the different schools. “I had some questions…. I called the facilitator a few times. He also came to see me in person. I think they [university team] truly understand just how busy our schedules are, as principals” (SD1-11-II). Another participant added: “Mr. X (facilitator) was even ready to come visit our team of vice-principals to help transfer knowledge! The support aspect with us was invaluable” (SD1-8-II).

**Work space provisions.** The school districts allocated the necessary workrooms for the live meetings, while the participants participated in the group’s online meetings from their respective schools. When they attended the sessions in person, their focus was better sustained than when they linked in from their school, as they were often interrupted: “Even if we close our door, we are still interrupted and constantly in demand” (SD2-2-CoP). Another principal added: “I don’t have a closed office where no one can see me…. People would come knocking to find out if I was available or not” (SD2-9-II).

**Use of material and data.** Two types of resources were used: didactic material and data (from the needs analysis, the self-assessments, the reports, and the minutes of each meeting). First, the participating principals mentioned the support aspect of the didactic material used as references:

> Everything changed when [we were offered the didactic material]. I have it in my hands, I can refer to it, I can reconssult. It reminds me of the notions [discussed] during our meetings; it’s something that stays, it’s my reference. (SD2-15-CoP)

It must be noted that, aside from a few exceptions, the university team and the principals encountered no major problems associated with the technological equipment, videoconference software, Web capsules, websites, or other multimedia during the group’s online sessions. They felt that they possessed suitable technological material for this type of meeting: “We are totally on board with this team! I’m all set up for that and we even have a meeting room for our online sessions” (SD2-11-CoP). Some participants, however, admitted lacking technological know-how, which delayed their participation in the videoconference: “At the second meeting, my microphone did not work. I am not technologically inclined…. I couldn’t interact!” (SD2-9-II).

As for the data issued from the needs analysis, self-assessments, meeting reports, and minutes, these were also evidenced in the discussions between school leaders in the CoP. One participant revealed how the data collected from the teachers and principals fueled the R-A-T: “We began with a lot of statistical data, such as a survey done with the teachers and principals on the subject of pedagogical supervision…. Then we shared the orientations of the training, together” (SD1-3-II). In this second point of view, the production of objects transformed what was experienced in the CoP. These objects not only anchored the discussions in the CoP but were a means to negotiate meaning and knowledge and stimulate participation. Finally, the principals were able to use these collected data in their accountability reports to their school district heads, who then followed suit with the MEQ, as is required in results-based management.

**Data and material production.** The production of material and data to support creation and transfor-
information is a process called reification. The pilot committee and principals in their CoPs validated the data collection tools, which consisted of semi-structured individual interview grids and a questionnaire that was administered to principals and teachers on their respective needs with regard to pedagogical supervision. Following the needs analysis report, one of the two school districts deemed it necessary to develop a supervision “tool box” for the principals. A committee composed of the university team, interested principals of the CoP, and school district representatives met on three occasions to create this pedagogical support tool box. One principal who was a member of this committee mentioned how this reification made it possible to reach a larger network of school leaders who were not part of the R-A-T project: “It means a great deal to me, because I can share my CoP experience on another level with all of my peers [who did not necessarily participate in the CoP]. That’s added value” (SD2-12-II). Of interest is that the participants from the other school district also contributed by drawing up and validating a formal policy on pedagogical supervision, which clarified their definition of teacher supervision, its objectives, and the roles of each actor involved in the process.

The participating principals also shared material with each other in the CoP, which meant reinvesting in the practice: “Our colleague [Mrs. X] shared documents that she [wrote when she established a CoP in her school]. I also used them in my school” (SD2-8-II).

As for the university team, they contributed by conceiving several documents, such as a planning table, observation sheets, self-assessment grids, articles, theoretical presentations on themes related to supervision, two practical guides, and two reference manuals. Furthermore, the team submitted seven reports to the school districts throughout the project and the minutes were transcribed following each meeting, which represents another example of reification. This helped to inform the school boards of the progress made in the CoPs and to provide appropriate follow-up; for those participants who missed a meeting, this practice was useful to keep them up-to-date and help maintain their active participation: “Unfortunately, I was unable to participate [in the last meeting] but I did good reports ... which provided me with all of the pertinent information” (SD2-1-CoP). These documents validated and discussed in the CoP thus constitute a second form of reification.

**Human Capital**

Human capital refers to human resources, knowledge, expertise, and abilities. Our data enabled us to divide this capital into the following sub-themes: Participation, divided into two sub-themes, namely, mobilisation of human resources and establishment of a shared repertoire, and Participation in the reification (use of respective expertise).

**Participation by mobilising human resources at different levels.** This engagement was evidenced four ways: (1) mobilisation of the school districts by the university team, (2) mobilisation of the principals by their districts, (3) mobilisation among principals, and (4) mobilisation of the school districts and the principals by the university team.

(1) In this initial collaboration, the school districts provided the university team with access to their human resources, education services, and personnel required for the project (computer technicians and administrative staff).

(2) The director of each school board and their human resources division proceeded to recruit principals to participate in the CoP and the pilot committee. The following district head spoke of their willingness to collaborate in projects with the MEQ: “When a representative from the MEQ or the university comes to me with an innovative project in education, [I get involved] and I incite my principals to do the same” (SD1-2-CoP). The school district leaders participating in this study were open to the project at every level. For example, one district head was involved in developing the project and its objectives in accordance with their Strategic Plan. Both school boards also provided feedback on certain aspects of the project, such as content, deadlines, and schedule. The CoP participants voiced their appreciation of the presence of their district’s education services and human resources during each CoP meeting. This presence kept the members informed regarding their needs:

I always find it interesting when Human Resources and Education Services are present [at our CoP meetings]. It’s a winning situation, because it allows them to learn about our needs so that things are developed ... tools, techniques [coming from] the source. (SD2-6-II)

(3) Recruitment of volunteers for the CoPs. The participants also recruited during the project by sharing their CoP experience with their peers: “The challenge for the university team is to recruit people.
Actually, the CoP members themselves recruited ... In our meetings with other principals, some would ask “Would you like to join our CoP?” (SD1-4-II).

(4) The principals were ultimately in agreement that the discussions in their CoP had a positive effect in mobilising their school team: “I am now able to sell the [supervision] project to my staff and get [it] set up. I talk [with them] about my own personal experience in a CoP [with other principals]” (SD1-4-II).

Establishing a shared repertoire. Developing a common language was among the ways to implement a shared repertoire. For example, the object of the CoP (teacher supervision), still conveys a certain stigma for teachers because of the false perception of the concept of supervision in relation to assessment. In this regard, one principal stated that “research makes it possible ... to define a common language [and that] the pilot committee allows itself to [bestow] the same vision to the school district leaders, the university team, and subsequently the principals” (SD1-1-CoP).

Next, the sharing of objectives was deemed important for effective collaboration. One school district head spoke of the importance of determining objectives together to ensure coherence:

What was interesting to us about the university project was that it fit perfectly with our objectives and that this was a way to help our principals to introduce structured supervision practices in a context as flexible as possible; we try to simplify things with the CoP and by using different methods. (SD1-2-CoP)

Defining objectives in each collaborative activity resulted in each member expressing their expectations and determining their roles. Different expectations were evoked, depending on the collaborative context. For example, the university expressed its expectations toward the school districts to “better identify the [training] needs of each group” (UNI-1-CoP). One district head voiced their expectations toward their principals regarding mobilisation: “We expect that all of our principals and their teachers get involved in this process of supervision and guidance” (SD1-2-CoP). Finally, one participating principal related their expectations with regard to the idea of sharing their “winning teacher supervision practices” (SD1-7-CoP) with peers in the CoPs. To meet these expectations, the members must determine the roles in each collaborative situation. For example, the role of the school district was to counsel the university team on the orientations of the training to properly address the needs expressed. On another level, one principal defined their role in the CoP as follows:

disseminate what I am already doing and how I am doing it. Expose the issues, ask questions.... At the same time, learning [from my peers]. I do not claim to say that all I do is give; I [also] learn! It goes both ways. (SD2-6-CoP)

The regular follow-ups and occasional evaluation of the meetings were another determining factor in the establishment of a shared repertoire:

The training courses that are monitored over a period of years are now [instilled] within my core values. They have had tangible effects on my work.... The fact of having several meetings with regular feedback and that we work on implementing throughout an entire year [makes it possible to] have a common vision that evolves. (SD2-2-II)

It must be emphasised here that following each CoP session, the principals were asked to write a reflective synthesis in order to make adjustments for the meetings to come.

Finally, differentiation also contributed to a shared repertoire. One school district preferred to form two homogeneous groups according to teaching level, while the other district opted for a single heterogeneous group. A participant from the first school district stated: “The group was neither too big nor too small. This type of composition was interesting.... We were able to get a more personalised monitoring and explore the same vision” (SD1-2-CoP), while a participant from the second school district, regarding heterogeneity, noted: “Not everyone is at the same level, are not the same age, or have the same abilities. Sometimes, there is resistance because of their different profiles. [However], adjustments were made to suit our needs [and our level]” (SD2-8-II). Indeed, some modifications made by the university team facilitated this cohesion: “I liked this a lot, the more flexible aspect of the meetings, where we had a actual say in what went on the agenda” (SD1-10-II). “We felt that the interventions were a direct response to our questions and not merely something that the university team wanted us to hear. That also had a positive effect on our unity” (SD1-9-II).

From participation to reification: Using everyone’s expertise. Different types of expertise also constituted a condition for collaboration. The first type of expertise was that shared between principals: “I think that my colleagues are an enormous source of information that [guides] our problem-solving
Another participant underlined the more practical aspect of sharing expertise with peers: “For me, it’s the practical side of things... It means a lot to me because these things are highly transferable in my own practice” (SD2-8-CoP). The second type of expertise was introduced by the university team. One participant spoke of the connection between practice and theory: “It was a good mix between field know-how and research expertise. [They] were a credible, multitalented, multidisciplinary team, with experts on both sides” (SD2-11). The school leaders thus appreciated the “external, different, rational perspective” (SD2-1-II). The third type of expertise was provided by guests outside of the CoP. One participant described this contribution: I found it to be very interesting and highly informative... the testimonies of some principals who came in to talk to us about how they set up communities in their schools. I felt better equipped after that to do the same thing in my own school. (SD1-5-CoP)

The fourth expertise, that of the school district services, also contributed: I can’t be a lawyer, an engineer, or an architect… I am a teacher and a manager. Furthermore, ... I can’t answer every question on the contents of the teaching programs.... When I need help [information, data, tools], I call upon the District’s services who are specialists in that domain. (SD1-12-CoP)

The multi-source expertise shared through participation was the basis for an eventual reification, as aforementioned. Indeed, in addition to the material reifications, the different forms of expertise were also reinvested into the practice, as underlined by this principal: When we hear other principals say “I tried this in my school and it [worked]”, it motivates us to do it too. Hearing other principals [discuss their issues] similar to mine, to see how they work, it helps to... pursue in our own school. (SD2-9-CoP)

### Social Capital

Participation in the social capital is articulated around three sub-themes: facilitation, reducing isolation, and building a trusting environment.

**Facilitation.** Facilitation of the CoPs was provided by one member of the university team following specific monitoring principles: To take on the role of facilitator [of the CoPs], certain techniques must be mastered: fully explain the goals of the meeting, bring each participant to express themselves, go around the table, use humour when necessary, use reminders, synopses, etc. (UNI-1-CoP)

The principals noted the ability of the facilitator who ably referred to elements from the previous sessions, introduced topics, and showed the participants how to work on them: “The facilitator knew how to introduce each topic, how to go about working on it, and remind us of elements from our previous meetings, without imposing too much” (SD1-11-II). They also appreciated the listening skills of the university team during each collaboration, including the ones with the districts: “I’d say that the team was very attentive to me” (SD1-5-II). This attentiveness enabled the CoP members to create discussions: “They take the time to listen to what we had to say... and to use this to better direct the discussions” (SD2-1-II).

We submit that the interactions during online CoP meetings were perhaps “too structured” and less directed toward interactions between peers, as each participant was sitting in front of their computer and not next to their peers. In addition, the order in which each participant spoke made for less spontaneity: “When we are online, it’s more of discussion with the facilitators [than with our peers]” (SD2-16-II). “It’s like a monologue. We [each] take turns speaking [so we don’t all talk at once]” (SD2-14-II). The online sessions therefore limited the interactions: “The fact of being alone in a room in front of a screen takes away the human element... The relational aspect isn’t [always] there!” (SD2-8-CoP). “When you’re online, you’re not into the feelings and emotions. You are cut off from the spontaneity of the others. In this virtual setting, I find that we’re restricted” (SD2-2-CoP).

The presence of facilitators in the CoPs helped the peer discussions on common issues and enhanced exchange between colleagues for mutual support, which enabled them to share their experiences: “When I shared with my colleagues, I became aware that other [principals] had gone through the same [problem situation]. The facilitator helped us share our winning practices and solutions” (SD2-9-II). For another participant, this peer support was perceived as a form of encouragement: “My colleagues encouraged me to continue my teacher supervision, even when the cases were difficult. Talking together [and helping each
Reducing isolation. In general, the CoP enabled the principals to feel less isolated. This participant viewed the work in a CoP as essential: “We are all alone in our corner... We really must build a network between principals. For me, for the work that I do, it’s vital” (SD1-11-CoP). However, communication does not automatically lead to collaboration and to reducing isolation, which remain constant concerns in the CoP. Each day, school principals work alone, even in the presence of vice-principals, and although they communicate with their assistants and their district superiors, this communication is limited to giving or receiving information without necessarily engaging them in discussions aimed at solving problems:

As principal, we are a bit alone, in managing our staff... We don’t [necessarily] work on the same issues with our vice-principals and district heads; yes, we do communicate and discuss things but we don’t really enter into action to address a common problem. (SD1-10-II)

Building a trusting environment. During the various collaborations, the principals, school district, and university team sought to create a nurturing environment by establishing trust and empathy. From a collective standpoint, before setting up, establishing mutual trust within the team takes time: “We open ourselves up to colleagues we don’t necessarily know, we share confidential information... You have to put aside [your ego] and [share your weaknesses]. It’s a challenge that takes time!” (SD1-3-CoP). Some participants expressed that it took them the better part of a year before being able to trust their peers: “The first year, I can’t say that I felt totally trusting, but this year, it’s different! As our discussions continued, the level of trust grew” (SD1-9-II).

To summarise, the CoP experience helped its members gain confidence, which in turn helped them grow professionally. This confidence was evidenced in their feedback to their peers which demonstrated empathy and an understanding of the emotions evoked: “I truly understand you” (SD1-8-CoP) (principal to principal); “I would have done the same thing!” (SD2-4-CoP) (SD to principal); “How did you feel?” (SD1-4-CoP) (university team to principal).

The table found in the Appendix presents a synthesis of the necessary conditions for each type of collaboration.

Discussion

Our results show that the participation of the three different interest groups (principals, school districts, and university team) made collaboration possible. It goes without saying, however, that these conditions alone do not suffice to create the appropriate dynamics within a CoP to ensure effective implementation and the attainment of objectives.

Initially, the CoPs used economic capital which the university team obtained from the MEQ (funds to recruit students and other research personnel) as well as from the school districts involved (funding, workspace, personnel) to launch the process and establish the school principals in their CoPs. CoPs must always have the necessary financial and material resources (Borzillo, 2007; Wenger & Snyder, 2000). Economic capital thus made it possible to access the other forms of capital (human and social) and to organise the principals into CoPs. The latter participated voluntarily, guided by a sense of purpose and a need to share their concerns, experiences, models, tools, and best practices (Bourhis & Tremblay, 2004).

During their meetings over the course of two years, the members maintained their mutual commitment (engagement), collective effort (joint enterprise), and shared knowledge base (shared repertoire) on the subject of pedagogical supervision. Through this unique experience, the members experienced learning in a variety of ways (individually, from their peers, the university team, invited guests, etc.) through the sharing of responsibilities (Borzillo, 2007) and an absence of hierarchy, through self-organisation and mutual support, and by negotiating meaning (Sackney 2007; Wenger, 1998). Retaining the members’ level of interest was in fact possible by maintaining a constant balance between participation and reification (Wenger, 1998) using a developed pedagogical tool box, a supervision policy, and relevant reference material (practical guides, reference manuals, planning table, observation and auto-assessment grids, published articles, theoretical presentations on specific subjects, two how-to books, and two reference works).

Participation of the members was also sustained through common knowledge and interests (Wenger, 1998). Indeed, the CoP members shared an interest in better understanding and improving their teacher supervision practice and they communicated with each other for this purpose. The CoP meetings were thus opportunities to share their experiences, validate tools, discuss the inherent challenges of their respective practices, and acquire new knowledge (Wenger, 1998).
Parallel to the CoP, differentiated supervision was also provided for the participants, at their request, which made it possible to follow the principle of unification prior to sustainment (Wenger, McDermott & Snyder, 2002).

Learning within the CoP also occurred through more concrete means, which in this case were the data collection tools, observation grids, and the various training activities on such topics as the principles to be considered in the teacher supervision process. These professional development activities directly addressed the needs of the members and indicated in which direction the training should go (Hargreaves & Fink, 2006; Huffman & Hipp, 2003; Sackney, 2007).

The members contributed to each step of the process (development of a policy on pedagogical supervision as well as a supervisor’s tool box, completion and validation of the various grids, completion of the questionnaires, evaluation of each meeting, etc.) While this may not translate to production in the literal sense, the members did produce material and validate data analyses, which is in agreement with what research in this domain refers to as the production of common resources (Lave & Wenger, 1991; Printy, 2004; Wenger, 1998).

Conclusion
To conclude, the goal of this study was to analyse the types of collaboration between the different stakeholders so as to establish appropriate and effective CoPs to ensure the professional growth of the principals in a bridging approach uniting experimentation in their schools and a critical analysis of the group experience and perspective.

The results exposed three main forms of collaboration that have ensured the success of three CoP: collaboration (1) between the university and the school boards through pilot committees; (2) between school boards and principals during the meetings in CoP; and (3) between the university and the principals and between the principals within them, in CoP.

The results also indicate that economic capital has provided access to human and social capitals. In fact, material and financial resources (or economic capital) made reification possible. This reification, which has taken different forms (toolbox, grids, exercises and didactic material), has even been reproduced in publications (Bouchamma, Giguère, & April, 2016, 2017) which serve for the initial and ongoing professional development of school principals and for future research-action-training (R-A-T) projects. In addition, the results highlight the role of university researchers as coordinators, which also allowed for the establishment of a very efficient link between ministerial expectations (results-based management policies and the requirements of the Public Education Act) (Government of Québec, 2018b) and the practices in the field. This has been possible by establishing and developing CoPs, which improve collaboration between the different stakeholders of the network.

Although collaboration is strongly advocated, few studies have investigated its limits. Similar to Huxham & Vangen (2005), we found that there are indeed limits to considering collaborative work as a panacea for every problem in the education system (mostly because individual work must be done in parallel to strengthen and fuel teamwork). However, collaboration must always be encouraged and supported when issues are shared. It must also be mentioned that CoP goes through different stages of development that we did not address in this article.

All things considered, the main outcome of this research has been to foster and frame the relationship between the worlds of practice and research in school management. In fact, this R-A-T, done with the practitioners (and not on them) has nurtured the professional development of the school principals, has helped to analyse data to answer poorly researched questions, and has allowed collaboration – which must always be encouraged and supported while taking into account its different stages of development in order to reach maturity.
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### Elements ensuring the establishment and success of communities in practice

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Themes and dimensions</th>
<th>Collaboration and sharing</th>
<th>Collaboration and sharing</th>
<th>Collaboration and sharing</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Economic Capital</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Participation</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Access to financial resources</td>
<td>Funding received by the Québec Ministry of Education; Budget proposed by the SD to launch the project in case of non-funding</td>
<td>Funding received by the Québec Ministry of Education; Budget proposed by the SD to launch the project in case of non-funding</td>
<td>Funding received by the Québec Ministry of Education; Budget proposed by the SD to launch the project in case of non-funding</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Time management</td>
<td>Authorised absence obtained by the principals to participate in the project</td>
<td>Presence of human resources and education services during the CoP meetings</td>
<td>Time for training and reflection; availability of the principals and the university team; long-term planning; time gained during the virtual sessions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Allocated workspace</td>
<td>Administered by the SD</td>
<td>Administered by the SD</td>
<td>Administered by the SD; Interruptions during the online sessions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Use of material and data</td>
<td>Discussions on the results of the needs analysis and the assessment grids</td>
<td>Accountability in the Partnership Agreement and the Management and Educational Success Agreement</td>
<td>Occasional reports and meeting minutes to guide the discussions; shared didactic and technological material</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reification</td>
<td>Validation of the data collection tools; creation of a teacher supervision policy and a supervisor’s pedagogical tool box</td>
<td></td>
<td>Submission of occasional reports and minutes; creation, validation, and didactic material</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Human Capital</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Participation</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mobilisation of human resources</td>
<td>Human resources, education services, computer technicians and secretarial staff</td>
<td>Recruitment by the District Head and the SD; presence of the District services in the CoP</td>
<td>Recruitment by the principals Mobilisation of the school team by the principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Setting up a shared repertoire</td>
<td>Common language; shared objectives, expectations and roles; follow-ups and assessments</td>
<td>Common language; shared objectives, expectations and roles; follow-ups and assessments</td>
<td>Differentiation; Common language; shared objectives, expectations and roles; follow-ups and assessments</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>From participation to reification</td>
<td>Consultation with the SD regarding specific expertise (legislation, data, tools, etc.)</td>
<td></td>
<td>Practical expertise of the principals and the invited guests; practical and theoretical expertise of the university team</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Social Capital</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Participation</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Facilitating</td>
<td>Facilitation resources, attentiveness, and mutual commitment</td>
<td>Facilitation resources, attentiveness, and mutual commitment</td>
<td>Facilitation resources, attentiveness, and mutual commitment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reducing isolation</td>
<td>The challenge of constant isolation</td>
<td>The challenge of constant isolation</td>
<td>The challenge of constant isolation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Building a trusting environment</td>
<td>Trust and empathy</td>
<td>Trust and empathy</td>
<td>Trust and empathy</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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